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Introduction 
This document is created by Yucheng Yin under the instruction of Prof. Dimitra Panagou and 
Ph.D Kunal Garg for the purpose of 2017 SURE program: simulations of algorithms of UAV. 
The document is intended to record the research progress and create a tutorial for how to 
write codes and do simulations within a specific environment. It should be helpful for me to 
summarize the research and also for researchers later using our work. The tutorial contains 
detailed explanations for how to integrate C/C++, MATLAB, ROS, Gazebo to visualize a 
simulation. Thanks for Prof. Dimitra giving me a chance to do the project and thanks for 
Kunal for instructing me on how to start the project hand by hand. Thanks for Zhipeng and 
Xiaobai providing their codes, which helps me a lot. 
 

Week 1 (5/1/2017 - 5/7/2017) 

Week Summary 
- Setting up the new desktop with ROS, gazebo installed 
- Getting familiar with ROS and gazebo 
- Making a schedule for SURE project 

 

Installing ROS, gazebo 
Note that we use Ubuntu 14.04 as our developing environment. We choose not to use 
Ubuntu 16.04 since 16.04 is sometimes not stable for ROS and gazebo. Ubuntu 14.04 can 
be installed using online iso or using the installing usb in the lab (recommended). 
 

Install ROS indigo (Reference: http://wiki.ros.org/indigo/Installation/Ubuntu) 
1. Setup your sources.list 

sudo sh -c 'echo "deb http://packages.ros.org/ros/ubuntu $(lsb_release 
-sc) main" > /etc/apt/sources.list.d/ros-latest.list' 

2. Set up your keys 

sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://ha.pool.sks-keyservers.net:80 
--recv-key 421C365BD9FF1F717815A3895523BAEEB01FA116 

3. Installation 
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sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-desktop-full 

4. Initialize rosdep 

sudo rosdep init 
rosdep update 

5. Environment setup (add ROS environment to your bash so that every time you start 
a bash, it will launch the variables automatically) 

echo "source /opt/ros/indigo/setup.bash" >> ~/.bashrc 
source ~/.bashrc 

 
 

Install gazebo (dead simple!) (Reference: 
http://gazebosim.org/tutorials?tut=install_ubuntu)  
Interesting observation (Gazebo meaning in English: A gazebo is a pavilion structure, 
sometimes octagonal or turret-shaped, often built in a park, garden or spacious public area.) 
 
Here we integrate gazebo with ROS to simulate uavs flying in a map, which can be 
visualized in gazebo. 
 
To install, 

curl -ssL http://get.gazebosim.org | sh 

 
To run, 

gazebo 

 

Learning ROS (Reference: http://wiki.ros.org/ROS/Tutorials) 
For detail information about how to use ROS, refer to the link above. For our project, I mainly 
learn how to create and build a ROS package, how to use catkin_make to build the 
project, how to create a map and launch it by roslaunch, how to write c++/matlab 
codes to simulate the movement of uavs (given algorithm). 
 

Learning Gazebo 
For gazebo, I mainly learn how to launch files: 
http://gazebosim.org/tutorials?tut=ros_overview#LaunchFiles 
http://gazebosim.org/tutorials?tut=ros_roslaunch 
 
How to build your own world 
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From ROS (recommended): 
http://wiki.ros.org/cob_gazebo_worlds/Tutorials/Create%20your%20own%20world 
From Gazebo (more directly, add models on the picture directly): 
http://gazebosim.org/tutorials?tut=build_world 
 
 

Schedule for SURE project (with Kunal, to be modified) 

 
 
 

Week 2 (5/8/2017 - 5/14/2017) 

Week Summary 
- Running Xiaobai’s code (meet a lot of trouble, first time, no experience) 
- Get experience of actual large project of ROS 
- (Setup NVIDIA Jetson tx1 computer, side project) 

 

Running Xiaobai’s code (only C++ file, without Matlab!) 
Thanks for Xiaobai and Zack’s instructions over mail! 
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First and Foremost, we need to delete the /build and /src folder in the /gazebo folder. Since it 
is path-dependent, it’s different over every computer.  
After deleting the two folders, run  

caktin_make 

 
NOTE: If you encounter errors during building such as: hector_pose_estimation, just 
run catkin_make again and it will be fine. 
 
Then we complete building the project. 
 
To run the whole project, open three terminals in parallel. 
 
Open the first terminal, run 

rosrun 

 
Open the second terminal, cd to /gazebo folder (containing /build, /dev, /src), run 

source devel/setup.bash 
roslaunch hector_quadrotor_demo 2dlaunch.launch 

to open gazebo, we should see the following map with 20 quadrotors. 
 

 
 
Open the third terminal, cd to /gazebo folder (containing /build, /dev, /src), run  

source devel/setup.bash 
rosrun hector_quadrotor_demo astar20 

to start control algorithm. 
We should see 20 quadrotors flying in the air. 
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Note that Xiaobai’s code is for 2d simulation, with simple obstacle avoiding. Xiaobai’s map is 
simple but enough for testing. Xiaobai’s project structure is useful for later work. We are 
going to build our work on this structure (modifying/adding maps, modifying control 
algorithm). 
 
 

(Set up NVIDIA Jetson tx1 computer in the lab) 
Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AWfW7cAb1Y 
This YouTube video shows how to install Ubuntu 14.04 on a brand new tx1 computer. 
 
Since tx1 computer is ARM architecture, which is different from Intel x86/64, installing ROS 
on tx1 may be different and difficult. It seems that another student has taken over the job. 
Cheers! 
 
 

Week 3 (5/15/2017 - 5/21/2017) 

Week Summary 
- Learn how to build a map 
- Running Xiaobai’s algorithm in different maps (getting familiar with the whole system) 
- Meet with Kunal to determine the final map we need for our SURE project. 
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How to build a map (world) 
For building a map, we can directly do it in gazebo, or we can modify the values like position 
and scale in the corresponding xml file.  
 
For models in gazebo, there is basic shapes, which can be scaled and rotated. There is also 
a model database available in gazebo, which cannot be scaled and rotated. Also, we can 
use Google Sketchup to draw a model and export as a .dae file, then we include this dae file 
in the world map. 
 
Alternatively, there is a tool called osm which can import real map from wiki/google map to 
the .dae files. It includes both roads and buildings, but I would not recommend to use this 
tool for now. Drawing a model and launch it before simulation is fine. 
 
Here is an example using gazebo to draw a gas station, a coffee shop, a convenience shop, 
several buildings, people and cars. 
 

 
 

Then, Kunal told me the requirements of the map for our SURE project. He hopes that once 
we built some buildings, we can modify the position and scale of these buildings by running 
a MATLAB file when launching. My recommendation would be writing a MATLAB script to 
read the xml file which contains these values and modify them before running. 
 

Map for SURE project 
Here is the map we would like to build for our project. 
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Week 4 (5/22/2017 - 5/28/2017) 

Week Summary 
- Running Zhipeng’s code (a lot of trouble, since codes have been modified) 
- Get experience about how to use MATLAB to describe the algorithm (new to me, 

necessary/fundamental for the project) 
 

Running Zhipeng’s code 
Thanks so much for Zhipeng coming to the lab to show me those files. However, it seems 
that the codes I get have been modified by someone so it cannot be run properly. I spend 
three/four days to fix those problems and see the final demo. I learn a lot from the process. 
 
For running Zhipeng’s codes, it’s very similar to running Xiaobai’s codes (due to the same 
project structure) 
 
First and Foremost, we need to delete the /build and /src folder in the /gazebo folder. Since it 
is path-dependent, it’s different over every computer.  
After deleting the two folders, run  

caktin_make 
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Then we complete building the project. 
 
NOTE: If you encounter errors during building such as: hector_pose_estimation, just 
run catkin_make again and it will be fine. 
 
To run the whole project, open three terminals in parallel. 
 
Open the first terminal, run 

rosrun 

 
 
Open the second terminal, cd to /gazebo folder (containing /build, /dev, /src), run 

source devel/setup.bash 
roslaunch hector_quadrotor_demo 3Dcoverage.launch 

to open gazebo, we should see the following map with 3 quadrotors. 
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Before opening the third terminal, go to 
/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/Matla
b folder, open matlab 

matlab 

Note that the matlab on this computer is using U of M’s license. So if you want to use 
matlab outside the campus, using UM VPN (anyconnect client on this computer, easy to 
build, have been installed) 
 
Then run 

threedeecoverage_V7_Hemispheres_V4.m 

in the background. 
 
Open the third terminal, cd to /gazebo folder (containing /build, /dev, /src), run  

source devel/setup.bash 
rosrun hector_quadrotor_demo 3Dcoverage 

to start control algorithm. 
We should see 3 quadrotors flying in the air. 
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Next week, we will start working on how to apply our own matlab files to the current project 
structure with ROS and gazebo. 
 

Week 5 (5/29/2017 - 6/4/2017) 

Week Summary 
- Understand the relationship between matlab, C++, ROS and gazebo 
- Try to fly in the map without buildings to verify our logic is correct 

 
 

 

Week 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 (6/5/2017 - 7/12/2017) (Important, for 
developer reference later!!!) 

Week Summary 
- Set up the whole environment through ROS, gazebo, Matlab and C++ 
- Modified the algorithm of Obstacle Avoidance in Matlab  
- Adaptive simulation environment for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (uav), airplane, etc. 
- Imported realistic models created by SketchUp to the simulation map 

 
Note that this part lists how to run our latest version of codes and modify our codes 
for your own use. 
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System Requirements 
Ubuntu 14.04, ROS indigo, Gazebo, Matlab (All on Linux) 
Note that ROS package on Matlab is not compulsory, but if it’s available, it will simplify our 
work greatly. But the package needs license, so for stable use, we could stick to the 
traditional C++/Matlab/Ros/Gazebo way. 
 

System Design Architecture 

 
Note: 

1. V - linear speed, w - angular speed 
2. X, y, yaw - position of uav 
3. The interaction of C++/ROS is due to the lack of ROS package in Matlab. Could be 

improved later. 
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4. The basic idea is that since Matlab calculates speed based on previous location at 
every iteration, we use C++ to receive position from ROS and send speed from 
Matlab back to ROS. 

 
 

Compile & Run Codes 

Compile 
All the following steps are supposed to be done in the lab computer (the laptop we use for 
SURE 2017). The folder is desktop/SURE2017/KunalYuchengSURE/Gazebo/gazebo. For 
simplicity, we suppose that we are under /gazebo folder. 
 
If you don’t use the laptop in the lab which has been set up, you need to compile it on your 
computer. The method is that delete the /build folder under /gazebo, run  

catkin_make  

Under /gazebo again. It should compile all the related files for you. 
 

Run 
Basically, we need to open three terminals and run matlab in the background. Follow the 
sequence below. 
 

- open a terminal under /desktop path, run 

roscore 

 
- Now, run matlab in the background. Go to  

/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/Matla
b, run any .m file starting with SURE depending on your needs 
 

- open a new terminal under /gazebo, run 

source devel/setup.bash 
roslaunch hector_quadrotor_demo 3Dcoverage.launch 

 
- open a new terminal under /gazebo, run 

source devel/setup.bash 
rosrun hector_quadrotor_demo 3Dcoverage 

 
It should look like this: 
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You could refer to the demo videos at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3r9uhyzRC4hdU9vR3plT3RNNnM. 
These demo videos show different simulations under different circumstances. 
 
Note that only with umich accounts can you view the videos. 
 

Useful files to modificate for your own use 

3Dcoverage.cpp 
/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/3Dco
verage.cpp 
 
Important codes interact ROS-C++-Matlab. Shown below with detailed comments. 

 

#include "ros/ros.h" 
#include "std_msgs/String.h" 
#include "geometry_msgs/Twist.h" 
#include "nav_msgs/Odometry.h" 
#include "quad3d.h" 
#include "quadlist.h" 
#include "string_define.h" 
#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <algorithm> 
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#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <vector> 
#include <string> 
#include <sstream> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
 

using namespace std; 
 

bool is_empty(ifstream& pFile) 
{ 

    return pFile.peek() == ifstream::traits_type::eof(); 
} 

 

int main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 

 

  std::fstream record; 
 

record.open("/home/umichaerolab/Desktop/KunalYuchengSURE/Gazebo/gazebo/s
rc/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/Ma

tlab/data.txt",ios::out);  
  if(!record){cout<<"error open"<<endl;exit(0);} 
 

  float timeconstant=2; 
  const int num_of_quads=10; 
 

  /* 
  float xd[num_of_quads]={0,0,0}; 
  float yd[num_of_quads]={0,0,0}; 
  float zd[num_of_quads]={0,0,0}; 
  float z_start[num_of_quads]={30,30,30}; 
  */ 
 

  // initialize starting location (start in the height of 20m) 
  vector<float> xd; 
  vector<float> yd; 
  vector<float> zd; 
  vector<float> z_start; 
  xd.resize(num_of_quads); 
  yd.resize(num_of_quads); 
  zd.resize(num_of_quads); 
  z_start.resize(num_of_quads); 
 

  for (int i = 0; i < num_of_quads; i++){ 
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    xd[i] = 0; 
    yd[i] = 0; 
    zd[i] = 0; 
    z_start[i] = 10; 
  } 
 

  ros::init(argc, argv, "ob_test"); 
  ros::NodeHandle n; 
  ros::Publisher chatter_pub[num_of_quads]; 
  ros::Subscriber chatter_sub[num_of_quads];  
 

  Quad_list quads; 
 

 

  char buffer[256];  
 

  //subscribe quads 
  for(int i = 0; i < num_of_quads; i++){ 
    chatter_pub[i] = n.advertise<geometry_msgs::Twist>(pub(i), 1); 
    Quad t(i,xd[i],yd[i],zd[i],z_start[i]); 
    quads.insert(t); 
    chatter_sub[i] = n.subscribe(sub(i), 1, 
&Quad::callback,&(quads.elts[i])); 

  } 
  

  ros::Rate loop_rate(20); 
 

  bool launchcheck=false; 
 

  double vel_gain = 5; 
  int wait=0; 
  int all_reach=0; 
 

  unsigned start = clock(); 
  double runtime = 0; 
  int cnt = 1; 
  int index = 1; 
 

  ofstream 
log_data("/home/umichaerolab/Desktop/KunalYuchengSURE/Gazebo/gazebo/src/
quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/Matla

b/log_data.txt"); 
 

  while (ros::ok() && all_reach==0) 
  { 
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    // check for launchcheck error 
    if(!launchcheck){ 
      launchcheck=true; 
      for(int i=0;i<num_of_quads;i++){ 
       if(!(quads.elts[i].launch())) launchcheck=false; 
      } 
      for(int i=0;i<num_of_quads;i++) 
chatter_pub[i].publish(quads.elts[i].msg); 

      cout << "launchcheck error!" << endl; 
    } 
    else{ 
 

      log_data << "Index: " << index << endl; 
 

      FILE* fp_pos = fopen("position.txt", "w"); 
      fclose(fp_pos); 
 

      ifstream 
speed_file("/home/umichaerolab/Desktop/KunalYuchengSURE/Gazebo/gazebo/sr
c/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/Mat

lab/speed.txt"); 
      //ofstream speed_file_read 
("/home/umichaerolab/Desktop/KunalYuchengSURE/Gazebo/gazebo/src/quad1/he

ctor_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/Matlab/speed.

txt");  

      ofstream 
pos_file("/home/umichaerolab/Desktop/KunalYuchengSURE/Gazebo/gazebo/src/
quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D/Matla

b/position.txt");  

      if(!speed_file){  

        cout << "Unable to open speed_file";  

  

      }  

      if(!pos_file){  

          cout << "Unable to open pos_file";  

  

      }  

      usleep(40); 
      //runtime = (clock() - start)/1000000; 
      if (cnt > 1){ 
        // write x,y,yaw of every quad to pos_file 
        for (int i = 0; i < num_of_quads; i++){ 
          pos_file << quads.elts[i].x << " " << quads.elts[i].y << " " 
<< quads.elts[i].qx << " "<<quads.elts[i].qy << " "<<quads.elts[i].qz << 
" "<<quads.elts[i].qw << " "; 
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          //pos_file.flush(); 
        } 
 

        pos_file.close(); 
      } 
      cnt++; 
 

      for (int i = 0; i < num_of_quads; i++){ 
          log_data << "quad " << i+1 << " " << quads.elts[i].x << " " << 
quads.elts[i].y << " " << atan2 (2 * quads.elts[i].qy * 
quads.elts[i].qw-2 * quads.elts[i].qx * quads.elts[i].qz,1 - 2 * 
(quads.elts[i].qy)*(quads.elts[i].qy) - 2*quads.elts[i].qz * 
(quads.elts[i].qz)) << endl; 
          cout << "quad " << i+1 << " " << quads.elts[i].x << " " << 
quads.elts[i].y << " " << atan2 (2 * quads.elts[i].qy * 
quads.elts[i].qw-2 * quads.elts[i].qx * quads.elts[i].qz,1 - 2 * 
(quads.elts[i].qy)*(quads.elts[i].qy) - 2*quads.elts[i].qz * 
(quads.elts[i].qz)) << endl; 
 

      } 
      log_data << endl; 
      cout << endl;  

 

      while (is_empty(speed_file)){ 
        continue; 
      } 
      // read speed data from speed_file 
      string line; 
      vector<double> list_data; 
      getline(speed_file, line); 
      istringstream iss(line); 
      for (int i = 0; i < num_of_quads * 3; i++){ 
        double single_data; 
        iss >> single_data; 
        list_data.push_back(single_data); 
      } 
 

      speed_file.close(); 
 

      FILE* fp = fopen("speed.txt", "w"); 
      fclose(fp); 
 

      // send speed data to ROS 
      for(int i = 0; i < num_of_quads; i++) { 
        double angle_in_radians = atan2 (2 * quads.elts[i].qy * 
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quads.elts[i].qw-2 * quads.elts[i].qx * quads.elts[i].qz,1 - 2 * 
(quads.elts[i].qy)*(quads.elts[i].qy) - 2*quads.elts[i].qz * 
(quads.elts[i].qz)); 

        //double angle_in_degree = angle_in_radians * 180 / M_PI; 
        double linear_speed_x = list_data[i*3]; 
        double linear_speed_y = list_data[i*3+1]; 
        double angular_speed = list_data[i*3+2]; 
 

        log_data << "quad " << i+1 << " " << "linear_x: " << 
linear_speed_x  

        << " linear_y: " << linear_speed_y << " angular_speed: " << 
angular_speed << endl; 
 

        quads.elts[i].msg.linear.x=linear_speed_x;  
        quads.elts[i].msg.linear.y=linear_speed_y; 
        quads.elts[i].msg.linear.z=0; 
        quads.elts[i].msg.angular.x=0; 
        quads.elts[i].msg.angular.y=0; 
        quads.elts[i].msg.angular.z = 0*angular_speed;  

  

        chatter_pub[i].publish(quads.elts[i].msg); 
 

      } 
 

      log_data << endl; 
      index++; 
    } 
 

    loop_rate.sleep(); 
    ros::spinOnce(); 
  } 
 

  return 0; 
} 

 

 

Matlab files 
/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/src/3Dcoverage_cpp/3D
/Matlab 
Several .m files with filenames related to different algorithms for different circumstances. 
For example, 
SURE_main.m - algorithm without obstacles 
SURE_osb_main.m - algorithm with obstacles 
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These .m files are mainly written by Kunal. The basic idea is to calculate speed based on the 
previous position (x, y, yaw) at every iteration step. 
 
Note that we need to keep the starting and ending location same across cpp and matlab 
files. 
 

Launch files 
/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_demo/launch/3Dcoverage.launch 

- Start.launch: launch world files 
- Quad1.launch: launch quadrotors 

 

World file (whole simulation environment) 
/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_gazebo/hector_gazebo_worlds/worlds/3Dcoverage.world 
 
You could add any building you want or remove if you don’t need it. You could change the 
location of building, the appearance of a building, and the size of a building. 
 
Here is a typical building model. 

<model name="house2"> 
      <link name="120m_landscape_smooth_tri_link"> 
        <pose>-45 45 0 0 -0 0</pose> 
        <collision name="small_indoor_scenario_collision"> 
          <geometry> 
            <mesh> 
              <uri>file://SareBuilding.dae</uri> 
              <scale>0.288 0.375 2.1429</scale> 
            </mesh> 
          </geometry> 
        </collision> 
        <visual name="house2"> 
          <geometry> 
            <mesh> 
              <uri>file://SareBuilding.dae</uri> 
              <scale>0.288 0.375 2.1429</scale> 
            </mesh> 
          </geometry> 
          <cast_shadows>false</cast_shadows> 
        </visual> 
      </link> 
      <static>true</static> 
    </model> 
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Quadrotors launch files 
To launch a quadrotor, (spawn_quadrotor.launch) 

<group ns="quad1"> 
   <include file="$(find 
hector_quadrotor_gazebo)/launch/spawn_quadrotor.launch"> 
   <arg name="name" value="quadrotor1"/> 
   <arg name="x" value="-24"/> 
   <arg name="y" value="132"/> 
   <arg name="z" value="0"/> 
   <arg name="tf_prefix" value="$(optenv ROS_NAMESPACE)"/> 
   </include> 
   </group> 

 
To launch an airplane, (spawn_quadrotor_airplane.launch) 

   <group ns="quad2"> 
   <include file="$(find 
hector_quadrotor_gazebo)/launch/spawn_quadrotor_airplane.launch"> 
   <arg name="name" value="quadrotor2"/> 
   <arg name="x" value="-12"/> 
   <arg name="y" value="132"/> 
   <arg name="z" value="0"/> 
   <arg name="tf_prefix" value="$(optenv ROS_NAMESPACE)"/> 
   </include> 
   </group> 

 
 
The corresponding models of airplane and quadrotors are located at 
/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_description/meshes/quadrotor 

- Airbus_A320_sphere.dae 
- Quadrotor_base_cone.dae 
- Quadrotor_base_sphere.dae 

 
Cone means that the model is surrounded by a cone, sphere means that the model is 
surrounded by a sphere, which is convenient for visualization. 
 
To use these daes, for example, you want a quadrotor with a sphere, go to 
/gazebo/src/quad1/hector_quadrotor/hector_quadrotor_description/urdf/quadrotor_ba
se_urdf.xacro, find the following block: 
 

<visual> 
        <origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" /> 
        <geometry> 
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          <mesh 
filename="package://hector_quadrotor_description/meshes/quadrotor/quadro
tor_base_sphere.dae"/> 
        </geometry> 
      </visual> 

 
Replace the .dae for any .dae you want. 
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